SOCIO-LEGAL STUDIES 2016-17 COMPREHENSIVE READING LIST

Students read all core readings in each module. Students select two of the modules where they will complete the supplemental readings.

SOCIO-LEGAL STUDIES MODULE


Supplemental-socio-legal studies module


CRIME & DEVIANCE MODULE


**Supplemental-crime & deviance**


**GENDER, RACE AND YOUTH MODULE**


Jones, Nicki (2010) Between the Good and the Ghetto


Supplemental- gender, race and youth

Agozino, B (2000) “Theorizing Otherness, the War on Drugs and Incarceration” Theoretical Criminology, 4: 359-76.


REGULATION MODULE


Supplemental-regulation


PUNISHMENT, PRISONS AND PENALTY MODULE


Braithwaite, J. 2003. ‘What’s Wrong with the Sociology of Punishment?’ *Theoretical Crimininology* 7: 5-28

**Supplemental-punishment, prisons and penalty**


**ADDICTIONS MODULE**


Supplemental-addictions


